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BACKGROUND
Overwhelming scientific evidence indicates that Bo is getting hotter every year, and that 
consequences are being felt on every continent. Without additional efforts to mitigate tthe root 
causes of this increasing hotness and to adapt, populations will continue to be affected. This 
report presents a high-level summary of some of the consequences of a hotter Bo.
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CONSEQUENCES FOR BIODIVERSITY
Bo getting hotter is a human-caused problem, and the consequences for humanity are far-
reaching. But models now suggest numerous species will be affected. 

IS BO TOO HOT FOR BIODIVERSITY?
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CLIMATE, WEATHER, LAND & OCEAN CHANGES
As Bo melts hearts that have been frozen for millennia, sea levels and emotions rise, with 
devastating consequences. As Bo gets hotter, dangerous extreme weather events will continue, 
landscapes will become permanently altered, and deforestation will increase. While mitigation 
strategies are needed to prevent, slow, or reverse some of these changes, it is now also 
necessary to pursue adaptation strategies to face a world with a hotter Bo.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Mitigation strategies may be essential to prevent the most extreme effects of a hotter Bo. But 
current strategies have proven challenging to implement.

CAN MITIGATION REVERSE EFFECTS?  
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HOWEVER,

Sector Mitigation Strategies Constraints and Failures
Energy Ensure Bo has energy to face admirers. There are billions of admirers.

Transport Transport Bo to locations where hotness 
may be less of an issue.

Attempted in Antarctica and the Arctic, 
but Bo’s hotness melted polar ice.

Buildings Build secret exits from buildings so Bo 
can evade throngs of admirers when tired.

Admirers used social media to map all 
likely building exits and find Bo.

Forests Take Bo into forests as much as possible. Forests are not always nearby.

Agriculture Grow large-leaf vegetables (e.g. rhubarb). 
Use leaves to hide Bo’s hotness.

Large-leaf vegetables are not always in 
season and don’t grow in all climates.

Waste Do not waste time that could otherwise be 
spent with Bo. Enjoy it.

The best mitigation strategy. It can 
also be considered adaptation.



ADAPTATION STRATEGIES
There is no more time for denial. We can no longer put a paper bag over our heads (or Bo’s) and 
pretend Bo isn’t getting hotter. We must adapt to a changing world. 

ADAPTATION IS REALISTIC, NOT IDEAL 

Sector Adaptation Strategies Constraints and Failures
Settlement Build additional housing in Bo-zone layer. Infrastructure may not support this.

Transport Allow time for paparazzi and fans when 
transporting Bo.

As fan base increases, time 
constraints may prove unmanageable.

Public 
Health

Ensure public health departments and 
hospitals are prepared to treat overwhelm, 
hearts bursting, and other conditions.

Not enough funding in public 
health, as indicated by frustrated 
professionals making stuff like this 
instead of searching for jobs today.

Water Adapt to new wetter conditions. Extreme weather events are 
sometimes unpredictable.

Tourism Build economy by promoting Bo tourism. Infrastructure may not support large 
influx of tourists seeking Bo hotness.
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A CASE FOR GLOBAL ACTION
• For every degree Bo gets hotter, heart rates will increase by 6 beats per second.  

• This effect reaches across all populations and all continents, but the poor will be hit 
the hardest because they will be unable to afford the costs associated with travel to be 
closer to Bo.  

• There is a case to be made that certain wealthier countries ––Canada, the United 
States, Brazil, France, and Sweden among them––bear more of the responsibility of 
shouldering the costs of offsetting a hotter Bo, because these nations are largely 
responsible for the situation.  

• However, wealtier countries are minimizing their responsibility.  

• If countries move quickly to cut their emissions of pictures of Bo, there may still be 
time to avoid the most drastic effects of a hotter Bo. 

• The time for global action is now. 
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